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Abstract 35 
 36 
The rising incidence of non-ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (NSTEMI) and 37 
associated long-term high mortality constitutes an urgent clinical issue. Unfortunately, the 38 
study of possible interventions to treat this pathology lacks a reproducible pre-clinical 39 
model. Indeed, currently adopted small and large animal models of MI mimic only full-40 
thickness, ST-segment-elevation (STEMI) infarcts, and hence cater only for investigation 41 
into therapeutics and interventions directed at this subset of MI.  Thus, we developed an 42 
ovine model of NSTEMI by ligating the myocardial muscle at precise intervals parallel to 43 
the left anterior descending coronary artery. After validating the presented model both by 44 
histology and functional analysis with clinical data, further omics analyses highlighted the 45 
distinctive features of post-NSTEMI tissue remodelling. Here, by looking at the 46 
transcriptome and proteome-derived pathways emerging at acute (7 days) and late (28 47 
days) post-surgery timepoints, we discovered specific alterations in cardiac post-ischaemic 48 
extracellular matrix (ECM). Together with the rise of well-known markers of inflammation 49 
and fibrosis, NSTEMI ischaemic regions showed distinctive patterns in the expression of 50 
complex N-glycans and glycosaminoglycans in cellular membranes and ECM. Identifying 51 
such changes in molecular moieties accessible to infusible and intra-myocardial injectable 52 
drugs sheds light on the development of targeted pharmacological solutions to contrast 53 
adverse fibrotic remodelling.   54 
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Myocardial infarction (MI) belongs to the family of coronary artery diseases and is the 68 
leading cause of cardiovascular-related worldwide mortality1. In addition, COVID-19 69 
infection was recently shown to be an additional major risk factor in non-hospitalised 70 
cases2. Patients who survive an MI often suffer lethal heart failure later on. Indeed, heart 71 
failure appears to be an influential adverse prognostic factor after an MI3. A marked rise in 72 
non-ST-elevation myocardial infarctions (NSTEMIs) in hospitalised cases has emerged 73 
over the last two decades4,5. Moreover, despite the smaller cardiac ventricular areas 74 
affected by the ischaemic event, registry data show that NSTEMIs are associated with 75 
long-term mortality that is higher than that after ST-elevation myocardial infarctions 76 
(STEMIs)6-9.  77 
In current preclinical studies MI is mainly reproduced as STEMI both in rodents (rats and 78 
murine) and large animals (porcine and ovine) by the ligation of the coronary arteries 79 
arising from the left coronary artery, specifically with an established preference for the 80 
ligation of the left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD)10,11. Nonetheless, ligation of 81 
the LAD results in an extended infarct in the left ventricle, associated with high 82 
experimental mortality and a poor reflection of most hospitalised clinical cases. Indeed, 83 
most MIs currently reported in the clinics are either partial or non-transmural infarcts, and 84 
often involve multiple small regions of the left ventricle5,12. Only a few studies have paved 85 
the way by optimising the extension of the infarct up to approximately 25% of the infarct's 86 
left ventricular mass and bringing the overall experimental mortality down to around 87 
17%13,14. Therefore, there is a clear need in the field to adopt validated, clinically similar 88 
models to evaluate NSTEMI pathophysiology and possible interventions fully.  89 
 90 
In all the previously adopted preclinical models of MI, collagen deposition in the myocardial 91 
left ventricular wall concludes the process which starts with the ischaemic insult. Fibrosis 92 
compensates, albeit poorly, for the extensive loss of cardiomyocytes15. Indeed, the entire 93 
post-infarction process begins with a sterile immunological response involving different 94 
populations of macrophages and inflammatory cells that have only recently been 95 
characterised by single-cell RNA sequencing16,17. Significantly, post-ischaemic myocardial 96 
remodelling disrupts the initial balance of glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), proteoglycans and 97 
glycans which are present in the extracellular matrix (ECM) and cell membrane of cardiac 98 
cell populations (cardiomyocytes, fibroblasts, endothelial cells)18,19. Consequently, adverse 99 
remodelling affects the structural and mechanical stability of the ECM environment. This 100 
also leads to imbalances in molecular pathways that include the recruitment of growth 101 
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factors such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), platelet-derived growth factor 102 
(PDGF) and fibroblast growth factor (FGF). Most studies on MI are performed by 103 
reproducing full-thickness STEMIs in mice and rodents, and this is an obvious limitation in 104 
their translation to humans. Large animals, specifically sheep, have been extensively used 105 
to evaluate the recovery of heart functionality following STEMI because of the similarity in 106 
the organ volume with that in humans20,21. 107 
In the proposed ovine model of NSTEMI we have analysed the molecular and histological 108 
features both at an acute (7 days) timepoint during repair and healing, and a late (28 days) 109 
timepoint post-MI. Indeed, given the key role of the modulation of post-ischaemic cardiac 110 
ECM in developing translational therapies and the lack of an established animal model 111 
that mimics partial thickness myocardial infarction, we felt that a clinically relevant 112 
translational model of NSTEMI was urgently needed in the cardiovascular field4,22,23. Once 113 
we established a surgical procedure to achieve clinically similar NSTEMIs in sheep, we 114 
investigated the ischaemic, border zone and remote regions at early (7 days) and late (28 115 
days) timepoints post-MI by histology, RNA-sequencing, proteomics and glycomics. We 116 
hope that the proposed NSTEMI model would inspire specific translational options to 117 
target this world-wide increasing pathology.  118 
 119 
 120 
Results 121 
 122 
Stable functional impairment in a clinically relevant ovine model of NSTEMI 123 
Current preclinical models of full-thickness infarcts (STEMIs) are based on the ligation of 124 
the LAD or variations of this procedure in the LAD territory10,24. A significant limitation of 125 
the LAD ligation model in its clinical resemblance is that proximal occlusion of the coronary 126 
is often fatal. Indeed, the incidence of NSTEMIs currently exceeds the number of actual 127 
clinical infarcts that LAD ligation-based models aim to reproduce22,25,26. In this study, 128 
multiple ligations were performed lateral and parallel to the LAD from the first diagonal up 129 
to 3-4 cm from the apex to induce multiple non-transmural infarcts in the left ventricle (Fig. 130 
1a,b and Extended Data Fig. 1). The proposed model of NSTEMI was performed in a 131 
cohort of 21 sheep. Four sheep died during the surgical procedure, resulting in an overall 132 
mortality of 19.04%. Vagus nerve stimulation during intubation caused two deaths, one 133 
was due to left ventricle rupture and one of uncertain cause at the premedication stage. 134 
Thus, only one sheep died from the actual MI, specifically from a complication of the 135 
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induced MI. Six sheep were sacrificed on day 7 (d7) post-MI and the remaining eleven on 136 
day 28 (d28) post-NSTEMI as the final endpoint to evaluate both functional and 137 
histological alterations.  138 
Full-thickness infarcts induce marked drops in ejection fraction (EF)27,28. In contrast, the 139 
current NSTEMI model causes focal infarcts, associated with a limited yet significant 140 
reduction in EF (8.52±7.88%, P=0.03) on d7 post-surgery (Fig. 1c). Three weeks later 141 
(d28), EF decreased by 10±8.31% (P=0.009) relative to the pre-MI levels (Fig. 1c). Post-142 
ischaemic remodelling involves different degrees of dilatation, hypertrophy and finally 143 
collagen scarring. This process occurs over weeks and months and it is influenced by 144 
multiple factors including the size and site of the infarct, whether the infarct was transmural 145 
(STEMI) or not (NSTEMI), the amount of stunning of the peri-infarct myocardium, the 146 
patency of the related coronary artery and local trophic factors29,30. Since NSTEMI is not 147 
the result of complete occlusion of a coronary artery, it usually affects a small area or 148 
those that are diffuse or patchy areas of the ventricular muscle rather than the entire 149 
thickness of the local ventricular wall. Indeed, the presented model did not significantly 150 
vary in left ventricular diastolic and systolic diameters (LVEDD and LVESD) (Fig. 1c). 151 
Therefore, to further evaluate the functional impairment seen in the proposed NSTEMI 152 
model, we analysed the loss of cardiac contractility in the specific left ventricular segments 153 
affected by NSTEMI through regional wall motion index (WMI) analysis (Fig. 1d). On d7 154 
post-NSTEMI wall motion impairments were significant in basal anterior/anteroseptum, 155 
(WMI=1.73±0.56 and 1.82±0.6, P<0.001), mid anteroseptum/anterior (WMI=1.82±0.6 and 156 
2.14±0.45, P<0.001), apical anterior (WMI=1.64±0.64, P<0.001), and apical septum 157 
(WMI=1.41±0.58, P<0.05) segments. This widespread wall-motion deficit persisted in all 158 
the affected segments on d28 post-NSTEMI (Fig. 1d). 159 
To validate the current NSTEMI induction with clinical data, electrocardiograms (ECGs) 160 
post-ligation highlighted comparable changes in T wave inversion in leads I, II, III and aVF 161 
(Fig. 1e and Extended Data Fig. 2). In line with presented data on LVEDD and LVESD, the 162 
reduction in fractional shortening (FS) was not significant on d7 and d28 post-surgery 163 
(Extended Data Fig. 3a). In addition, we measured a significant rise in troponin I serum 164 
levels on day 1 and 2 post-NSTEMI induction (Extended Data Fig. 3b). This data further 165 
supports the required criteria to define the current model as representative of an 166 
NSTEMI31.  167 
 168 
Ischaemic damage and consequent adverse remodelling following NSTEMI  169 
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The non-transmural nature of the induced NSTEMI infarcts became apparent with 170 
explantation on d28 post-MI (Fig. 1b). During the surgical procedure, the localisation of the 171 
infarct was defined by its proximity to the blue suture used to perform the multiple ligations 172 
(Extended Data Fig. 1b-f). Indeed, once the hearts were sliced at a thickness of 1 cm, the 173 
NSTEMI regions were detectable by the discolouration of the left ventricular wall (Fig. 1b). 174 
Therefore, sampling was carried out from the core ischaemic progressively to the border 175 
and remote regions (Extended Data Fig. 3c). Specimens were isotropically uniformly 176 
oriented to avoid any bias when evaluating cardiomyocytes and vasculature structures32. 177 
It is well known that the necrotic phase responsible for the loss of cardiomyocytes in the 178 
left ventricle and the consequent highly pro-inflammatory microenvironment represents the 179 
first immediate steps post-ischaemia33. Moreover, a valid model of MI also needs to 180 
reproduce the long-term effects on the border zone regions indirectly affected by the 181 
complete tissue disruption in the ischaemic core34,35. This study detected a progressive 182 
vacuolisation inside the cardiomyocytes from d7 to d28 after NSTEMI induction (Fig. 2a). 183 
Disruption of the intercalated disks and lipid droplet accumulation (Fig. 2a and Extended 184 
Data Fig. 3d) were seen exclusively in the acute phase (d7). In contrast, fibrotic deposition 185 
fully developed at the endpoint (d28) of the study (Fig. 2a,b and Extended Data Fig. 3d). 186 
Specifically, intercalated disk disruption highlighted the structural disassembly of the 187 
cardiomyocyte myofibril apparatus needed for its cellular contraction and thus the 188 
synchronous beating of the whole organ. In addition, the accumulation of dense bodies in 189 
the mitochondria of these cardiomyocytes further supported the evidence of ischaemic 190 
injury (Fig. 2c). Together, these data show that the current model of NSTEMI reproduced 191 
the sequential inflammatory and fibrotic remodelling of the infarcted region, resulting in a 192 
non-full-thickness scar formation which is characteristic of the clinical cases of NSTEMI.  193 
Histology showed the extended loss of cardiomyocytes from the ischaemic core to the 194 
border zone on d7 post-NSTEMI induction (Fig. 2b). From the end of the first week after MI 195 
and through the following weeks the myofibroblasts secrete collagen36, and this event was 196 
also observed in the current model (Fig. 2b,d). Moreover, an irregular vascularisation in 197 
the fibrotic areas was detected by immunostaining for α-SMA+ arterioles. (Fig. 2d).  198 
 199 
Transcriptome and proteome of NSTEMI infarcts 200 
To investigate the molecular profiling of the current model of NSTEMI, we analysed the 201 
transcriptome and proteome of the ischaemic core, border, and remote region. Bulk RNA-202 
sequencing analysis (adjusted p value of 0.05, mean quality score 38.41) highlighted pools 203 
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of differentially expressed genes (DEG) at each timepoint post-ligation, depending on the 204 
distance from the ischaemic core (Fig. 3a). A clear regional- and temporal-dependent 205 
transcriptome alteration was seen on the ischaemic core, border and remote regions (Fig. 206 
3a and Extended Data Fig. 4). Specifically, 1079 transcripts were upregulated (log2Fold-207 
change>1.5) and 805 downregulated (log2Fold-change<1.5) in the ischaemic core on d7 208 
compared to d28 post-NSTEMI (Fig. 3a). Moreover, in the border zone 1855 transcripts 209 
were upregulated and 667 downregulated, and finally in the remote region 284 were 210 
increased and 233 decreased on d7 compared to d28 post-surgery (Fig. 3a and Extended 211 
Data Fig. 4).  212 
DEG data derived from infarcted tissues on d7 and 28 vs healthy samples were analysed 213 
by Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA®) to identify which canonical pathways are significantly 214 
altered following NSTEMI. Many typical pathways associated with myocardial ischaemic 215 
pathophysiology were detected, such as fibrosis and atherosclerotic, renin-angiotensin 216 
signalling both on d7 and 28 post-surgery (Fig. 3b). In addition, several pathways linked to 217 
the inflammatory response emerged in the d7 post-NSTEMI group, including hypoxia-218 
inducible factor (HIF1α), endothelial NOS (eNOS), and interleukin-6 (IL-6), -9, -10, -12, 219 
leukocyte extravasation and inflammasome signalling (Fig. 3b). On d7 and d28 post-220 
NSTEMI biological functions linked to inflammatory cell recruitment ranked as the top 221 
activated ones (z-score above 10) (Fig. 3c). Indeed, pathway analysis on DEG associated 222 
with higher HIF1α expression predicted the activation of inflammatory markers such as IL-223 
1β, IL-6, and tumour necrosis factor (TNF) on d7 (Extended Data Fig. 5a). HIF1α was also 224 
associated with the predicted activation of fibrotic molecular profiling such as transforming 225 
growth factor-β (TGF-β), matrix metalloproteinase-2 and -9 (MMP-2, -9) and lysyl oxidase 226 
(LOX) on d28 in the ischaemic core (Extended Data Fig. 5b). 227 
Proteomic analysis was run to validate further the molecular changes seen by RNA-seq 228 
and pathway analysis showing a post-ischaemic remodelling response. In line with the 229 
RNA-seq outcome, pathway analysis on proteomic data showed significant activation of 230 
IL1-β, TNF, IL-6, TGF-β, IFN-γ in the ischaemic core 28 days post-NSTEMI (Extended 231 
Data Table 1). In addition, LC-ESI-MS/MS data from whole extracts of ischaemic core, 232 
border, and remote regions (false discovery rate below 1%) highlighted well-known 233 
markers of fibrotic replacement (Fig. 3d). Interestingly, a progressively increased calponin 234 
1 and vimentin expression was seen from the remote to the ischaemic core regions both 235 
on d7 and d28 post-NSTEMI (Fig. 3d). Specifically, when compared with the healthy left 236 
ventricular myocardial sample, vimentin ratio increased to 9.13-fold and 11.37-fold on d7 237 
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and to 5.58-fold and 10.10-fold on d28 in the border and ischaemic core regions, 238 
respectively. Also, the calponin-1 ratio increased to 1.87-fold and 2.5-fold on d7 and to 239 
1.5-fold and 5.28-fold on d28 in the border and ischaemic core regions, respectively (Fig. 240 
3d). Moreover, gene-annotation enrichment analysis using Database for Annotation, 241 
Visualization, and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) software on RNA-seq data highlighted 242 
glycan alterations in the post-ischaemic remodelling in the current NSTEMI model 243 
(Extended Data Fig. 6). Both on d7 post-surgery N-glycan biosynthesis (Extended Data 244 
Fig. 6a) and on d28 post-surgery glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) biosynthesis (Extended 245 
Data Fig. 6b) emerged among the biological categories (KEGG pathways) with the highest 246 
enrichment score. As the relevance of glycoproteins in the pathophysiology of MI has 247 
raised increasing interest in recent years18,37, we have expanded this finding through 248 
advanced glycomics on N-linked glycans extracted from the cellular membrane and ECM 249 
proteins in ischaemic, border and remote regions.  250 
 251 
Distinct glycoprofile in the ischaemic tissue following NSTEMI 252 
Considering the findings highlighted by the functional annotation analysis on RNA-seq 253 
data, we scrutinised the altered glycan composition in the cellular membrane and ECM 254 
proteins of infarcted NSTEMI tissue. Here, we dissected the glycome under the 255 
inflammatory (d7) and fibrotic (d28) conditions following NSTEMI by advanced glycomic 256 
analysis of the N-glycans expressed in the left ventricular membrane and ECM protein 257 
fraction. To achieve this, during the sample processing N-linked glycans were released 258 
and analysed by LC-MS. Following annotation procedures, 103 putative N-glycan 259 
structures were identified, including 10 high mannose, 15 hybrid and 78 complex-type 260 
glycans (Fig. 4). Since the relative abundance of these structures varied across healthy 261 
and infarcted tissues, hierarchical clustering analysis was performed for each N-linked 262 
glycan subgroup. (Fig. 4a-e). High-mannose N-linked glycans clustering reflected the main 263 
distinctions among ischaemic core (IS), border (BZ) and remote regions (F) (Fig. 4a). The 264 
subgroup consisting of high mannose N-glycans in the healthy myocardium and F regions 265 
showed a global similarity of only 38% to IS on d7 and d28 high mannose N-glycans 266 
(based on distribution found by MS) (Fig. 4a). This is in contrast to the post-NSTEMI (d7 267 
and d28), where IS regions showed a global 76% similarity in high mannose N-glycans 268 
when grouped. The difference in the level of high mannose glycans showed some 269 
interesting features at d7 and d28 post-NSTEMI depending on the distance from the IS 270 
region (Fig. 4b). In IS, high mannose structures decreased to 21-24% compared to healthy 271 
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(HLT) tissue (32%) both on d7 and d28. At the same time, the remote (F) area appeared 272 
not to be effected as judged by the similarity in expression compared to healthy. The 273 
border zone (BZ) also appeared to be affected by a decrease in high mannose at the early 274 
timepoint (d7), but recovered after 28 days, to 38%, a level similar to those of healthy 275 
(32%) and less effected remote areas (F) (32-34%) (Fig. 4b).  276 
 277 
The opposite effect, consistent with the trends of the high mannose structure, was seen in 278 
complex N-glycans. Indeed, the level of complex N-glycans detected in IS regions on d7 279 
and d28 had a limited similarity (39%) with healthy myocardium (Fig. 4c,d). Ischaemic core 280 
regions clustered together both on d7 and d28, and hence showed no signs to recover due 281 
to time, with a low (48%) similarity with the less effected remote ones (F) (Fig. 4c). Starting 282 
from d7, both in IS and BZ the level of complex glycans was increased (71%) compared to 283 
those of healthy and less effected F areas (55%) (Fig. 4d), until d28 in IS (75%). Finally, in 284 
IS regions hybrid N-glycan expression decreased to 4-5% from the initial 13% in healthy 285 
(Fig. 4e).  286 
 287 
Sialylation is a well-known glycosylation type present across cardiac cellular populations 288 
such as cardiomyocytes and endothelial cells18,38. Given the observed increase in complex 289 
N-glycans post-NSTEMI (Fig. 4c,d), we aimed to analyse alterations in sialylated complex 290 
N-glycans structures (Fig. 4f). Therefore, we focused on potential differences in the 291 
abundance of sialic acid types such as neuraminic acid (NeuAc) and N-glycolylneuraminic 292 
acid (NeuGc) compared to healthy cardiac ventricular tissue. NeuAc expression 293 
progressively increased from d7 to d28 post-NSTEMI in all infarcted regions, including F, 294 
reaching a maximum rise of over 40% in IS on d28 (Extended Data Fig. 7a). The observed 295 
NeuGc expression increase on d7 in the infarcted areas (from 34% to 44% more than 296 
healthy) was completely lost at the fibrotic timepoint on d28 (Extended Data Fig. 7a). 297 
Moreover, we also analysed the sialic acid linkage type observing a progressive increase 298 
of α-(2,3)-sialylation in all regions over the remodelling from d7 to d28 (Extended Data Fig. 299 
7b). For the (α-(2,6)-sialic acid linkage, the proportional increase from the healthy state 300 
was seen at all timepoints in the IS and BZ areas apart from BZ on d28 (Extended Data 301 
Fig. 7b). Finally, a marked difference was seen in the trend of expression of terminal α-gal. 302 
The initial marked increase seen on d7 post-NSTEMI in IS and BZ regions (over 30%), 303 
was completely lost on d28 in both regions (Extended Data Fig. 7c). We also analysed 304 
released O-linked glycans in NSTEMI, identifying the appearance of post-NSTEMI 305 
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sialylated structures, mainly present during the early phase of remodelling (d7) (Extended 306 
Data Fig. 7d). 307 
Altogether, these data indicated a distinct glycoprofile in the NSTEMI cardiac tissue 308 
characterised by a higher abundance of complex N-glycans and in particular NeuAc (both 309 
(α-(2,3)- and (α-(2,6)-sialic acid linkage) on d7 as well as on d28 post-NSTEMI (Fig. 4f). 310 
However, a marked increase in NeuGc and terminal α-galactose (α-gal) was associated 311 
only with the early phase of remodelling (d7), but lost through the endpoint (d28) when 312 
NeuAc – and in particular α-(2,3)-sialylation – were highly present.  313 
 314 
An irreversibly altered extracellular matrix shows specific changes in the HS 315 
sulfation pattern 316 
To further investigate the extensive changes which occur in the ECM following the 317 
induction of NSTEMI infarcts, we performed additional analyses on essential components 318 
of the myocardial ECM, such as GAGs. Indeed, the restructuring of the ECM is one of the 319 
main consequences of post-ischaemic remodelling in the left ventricular wall33,36. 320 
Specifically, GAGs can regulate inflammation and angiogenesis, influencing the 321 
remodelling response39,40. The ischaemic core region was initially screened for the 322 
presence of sulfated GAGs (sGAGs) by Alcian Blue staining. This confirmed their 323 
distribution within the fibrotic regions compared with Masson’s Trichrome staining (Fig. 324 
5a). Then, sGAGs were extracted from samples of the infarct zone harvested 7- and 28-325 
days post-NSTEMI. After total GAGs quantification, the ratio between heparan sulfate (HS) 326 
and chondroitin sulfate (CS) was calculated by a subtraction method after enzymatic 327 
digestion of the samples with chondroitinase ABC. An increase in CS was seen on d7 328 
post-MI, bringing from 0.98±0.02 in healthy condition to 0.67±0.08, even though this was 329 
not significant (p=0.14). Nonetheless, HS/CS ratio significantly (p=0.013) decreased to 330 
0.49±0.13 on d28, declining together with the advancement of fibrosis (Fig. 5b). Given the 331 
different types of sulfation in the total HS composition, a detailed analysis of N-, 2- and 6-332 
sulfation pattern was performed by HPLC (Fig. 5c and Extended Data Fig. 8). Indeed, a 333 
marked increase was seen in 6-sulfation (6S) HS portion (Fig. 5c), which is usually 334 
associated with a pronounced angiogenic growth41. Specifically, 6S HS increased from 335 
2.94±1.11% to 11.87±6.71% (p=0.04) on d7 and to 13.50±5.11% (p=0.012) on d28 post-336 
NSTEMI (Fig. 5c and Extended Data Fig. 8). In addition, a stable significant increase in N-337 
sulfated (NS) HS from 4.82±0.60% to 8.57±1.92% (p=0.035) on d7 and to 11.88±2.63% 338 
(p<0.001) on d28 post-NSTEMI (Fig. 5c and Extended Data Fig. 8).  339 
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Despite this increase in 6S HS which would suggest angiogenesis, during post-ischaemic 340 
remodelling an extended fibrotic replacement compromises physiological vascularity, 341 
which is required for normal cardiomyocyte function in healthy conditions. Therefore, to 342 
clarify this point in our model of NSTEMI we have looked at the binding capacity of the 343 
extracted sulfated HS to angiogenic growth factors, such as VEGF. Binding assays 344 
showed a significant drop in the binding capacity 28 days after the surgical procedure 345 
(P=0.036) (Fig. 5d), confirming the absence of functional vascularity. In conclusion, ECM 346 
GAGs analysis supported the previously observed functional and histological alterations 347 
following NSTEMI. 348 
 349 
Discussion 350 
Currently, NSTEMI is the most common presentation of acute MI as most cases with an 351 
acute coronary event are NSTEMI patients4,42-44. This is partly the result of a widespread 352 
use of risk-factor modifying drugs, powerful lipid-lowering statins, and anti-coagulants 353 
(aspirin)45. NSTEMI patients have lower in-patient (during their admission for the primary 354 
NSTEMI) and short-term mortality rates, but significantly higher long-term mortality than 355 
those of STEMI patients6-8. A Danish registry study of 8.889 patients showed that the 5-356 
year mortality after NSTEMI was 16%46, and another registry study highlighted a 10-year 357 
survival rate of only around 50%9. Nonetheless, to the best of our knowledge, there are 358 
currently no large animal models that can reproduce both the functional and histological 359 
effects of NSTEMIs as a preclinical base to study interventions that might ameliorate short 360 
and long-term effects of NSTEMI. From a preclinical model standpoint, the animal models 361 
currently employed usually adopt the ligation of the LAD at different points, and/or 362 
including diagonal branches of the LAD and branches of the left circumflex artery which 363 
would necessarily produce STEMI and transmural infarcts10,11.  364 
In contrast, in the model of NSTEMI presented in this study, multiple ligations (2 cm-apart) 365 
lateral and parallel to the LAD were performed from the level of the first diagonal artery - 366 
without including it - to within 3-4 cm of the apex to produce patchy and non-transmural 367 
infarcts, as evidenced by ECG and histological changes in the antero-lateral wall of the left 368 
ventricle. As already well-established in the field, adult sheep were preferred over rodents 369 
to achieve a reliable functional outcome effect comparable with that in human cases20,28. 370 
Indeed, without a relevant preclinical relevant model, interventions using a traditional full-371 
thickness infarction model might lead to clinically ambiguous outcomes5,47,48.  372 
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The 4th Universal definition of MI requires a rise and fall of cTn and one other criterion 373 
from the following: symptoms of acute ischaemia, new ischaemic ECG Changes, new Q-374 
waves, loss of viable myocardium or a new wall motion abnormality in a pattern consistent 375 
with ischaemic etiology via imaging31,49. In the current model we demonstrated that it is 376 
possible to induce infarcts that fulfil all the criteria that define an NSTEMI Type 1 infarct by 377 
this multiple suture procedure. Indeed, a significant rise and fall of cTn over time post-MI 378 
and the changes typical of NSTEMI on ECG and new wall motion abnormalities on 379 
echocardiographic imaging were all present. Moreover, histology showed definitive partial 380 
thickness myocardial necrosis and fibrosis. Nonetheless, several important points should 381 
be noted in trying to correlate an animal model of NSTEMI with features of NSTEMI seen 382 
in the clinics. The absolute peak value of cTn does not consistently correlate with the type 383 
of infarction or size of infarction in NSTEMI; no specific cTn level differentiates STEMI from 384 
NSTEMI, but cTn values may be used for risk stratification for early intervention50. 385 
Regarding the evaluation of changes in ECGs, the patterns obtained after the induction of 386 
NSTEMI in sheep reflected the typical range of changes classified as NSTEMI in the 387 
clinical setting.  388 
Transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) is a non-invasive and well-recognised tool and the 389 
protocol employed in this study is based on validated methods51. Besides the biological 390 
parameters used to determine the response of the infarcted, peri-infarcted and unaffected 391 
areas after NSTEMI, functional parameters were also employed to correlate these 392 
findings. In addition to EF, which is the most widely used parameter to determine and 393 
report left ventricular function, FS was also used. While we acknowledge that the accuracy 394 
of FS can be affected by significant apical wall dysfunction or patchy dysfunction as this 395 
measurement is taken at one transectional point through the tips of the mitral valve 396 
leaflets, which can also sometimes be difficult to pinpoint. FS employs left ventricular end-397 
diastolic and end-systolic diameters (LVEDD and LVESD). These factors are also 398 
considered potential markers of left ventricular dilatation in response to myocardial injury. 399 
However, LVEDD and LVESD were not primary endpoints since the study endpoint was 400 
on day 28 post-NSTEMI, which may not have allowed sufficient time for dilation in 401 
response to the myocardial injury. Therefore, regional wall motion index (WMI) analysis 402 
was also utilised in this study, and the focus was on the anterolateral walls on TTE. Here 403 
we need to consider that scoring is based on a well-validated 3-point scoring system from 404 
the American Heart Association52, and remain aware that the difference between a 405 
normally contracting wall (1), a hypokinetic wall (2) and even an akinetic wall (3) can be 406 
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subtle in some cases and may vary depending on the observer. We had two different 407 
cardiologists review all echocardiograms independently to reduce potential observer error. 408 
In case of disagreement there was a discussion and consensus on the scoring. 409 
The current model reflects of clinical presentation in NSTEMI patients who develop 410 
myocardial injury and reduction in EF with the significant risk of developing heart failure in 411 
the long-term. Specifically, the average decrease in EF observed one (8.52±7.88%) and 412 
four (10±8.31%) weeks after the surgical procedure is lower than most of the reductions 413 
seen after the total occlusion of the LAD10,11,27. The variability in the decrease of this 414 
functional parameter reflects the range in clinical cases where multiple factors can 415 
influence the functional outcome22. A main limitation of this model would be the open 416 
thoracotomy nature to create the infarcts. Moreover, although the infarcts are non-417 
transmural, there is a mixture of subendocardial to epicardial infarcts. In particular, 418 
epicardial infarcts may impact wall tension differently in the longer-term compared with 419 
subendocardial infarcts, resulting in different outcomes in left ventricular geometry.  420 
As previously mentioned, a critical gap in the field of cardiovascular research is the lack of 421 
a large animal model that can resemble the clinical cases showing non-full thickness, 422 
localised infarcts rather than transmural infarcts in the left ventricular wall. Histological, 423 
gene expression and protein analyses indicated that the damaged areas followed the 424 
same irreversible fibrotic pattern seen by using STEMI ovine models20,28. In addition, 425 
extended effects of cardiomyocyte necrosis in the border zone were seen at the 426 
mitochondrial level, including the accumulation of dense bodies inside mitochondria, as 427 
previously reported after intracoronary balloon occlusion in a swine model53.  428 
Post-ischaemic remodelling is tightly coupled with profound alterations in the organisation 429 
and composition of the cardiac ECM33,36. By proposing a thorough characterisation of the 430 
molecular changes occurring in the transcriptome and proteome of the presented NSTEMI 431 
model, the relevance of ECM components such as glycoproteins, which were only partially 432 
investigated within this context in previous studies18,54, has here clearly emerged. Very few 433 
studies determined glycosylation alterations post-MI and only following conventional 434 
STEMI induction18,54. Here, in contrast, using a model of NSTEMI we derived from 435 
pathway analyses on gene expression data the relevance of molecular changes in glycans 436 
occurring during the post-ischaemic remodelling (day 7 and 28), rather than a pure 437 
characterisation of the cardiac post-ischaemic ECM18,54. Indeed, technical advances in 438 
processing and identifying glycans by mass spectrometry have only recently been 439 
developed. These can now be used as tools to elucidate the biological role of glycans55-57. 440 
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Specifically, LC-ESI-MS/MS on N-linked glycans confirmed the previously reported 441 
increase in sialylation54, and identified crucial changes such as the marked expression of 442 
NeuGc and terminal α-gal only at the inflammatory phase (day 7). Moreover, since most 443 
studies evaluating the relevance of NeuGc relate either to cancer biology or to 444 
immunotherapy pertaining to xenogeneic reactions58-60, data reported in this study 445 
constitute a key finding on the expression of NeuGc in myocardial tissue. A relevant study 446 
observed a higher NeuGc/NeuAc ratio in adult than in neonatal myocardial tissue61. 447 
However, this increase in NeuGc was only tenuously associated with cardiomyocyte 448 
development, and the precise extent of this change was not defined61. In relation to 449 
terminal α-gal increase seen in the proposed model on day 7 post-NSTEMI, so far an 450 
increased expression of this marker was demonstrated in extensive studies carried out by 451 
the Galili group only in wound healing models62,63. In addition, α-gal had been found 452 
specifically on N-linked glycans in bovine, equine and porcine pericardium64. Thus, the 453 
increased expression of α-gal in the inflammatory phase post-MI may be mainly due to the 454 
temporary recruitment of a disordered and highly proliferative granulation-type tissue. 455 
Here, by dissecting the putative N- and O-glycan structures present in the cellular 456 
membrane and ECM fractions, we have identified for the first time the precise changes in 457 
the glycoprofile pattern through cardiac post-ischaemic remodelling.  458 
Such alterations in glycan expression were also present in ECM components such as 459 
GAGs which, unlike the changes in cellular membrane N- and O-glycan composition 460 
reported above, contain well-known glycan moieties. Importantly, GAGs are among the 461 
structurally fundamental moieties of the ECM; they also play a relevant role in both the 462 
TLR-related inflammatory response and the enhancement of angiogenesis through the 463 
binding to growth factors65-67. We defined how the balance between HS and CS varied 464 
post-ischaemia to further advance the current knowledge on cardiac post-ischaemic 465 
remodelling. Thus, after quantifying the different GAGs across the remodelling timepoints 466 
and by focusing on HS sulfate pattern, we identified increases in markers of angiogenesis 467 
on day 7 post-NSTEMI (6S HS). Despite the well-known interaction of 6S HS with 468 
angiogenic growth factors41, VEGF binding assay data excluded an actual sustained 469 
angiogenic effect throughout post-ischaemic remodelling. Therefore, the current model of 470 
NSTEMI would include the timely formation of a non-functional vasculature bed in the 471 
effected ischaemic area, as it also occurs after STEMI induction in large animals68.  472 
 473 
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This model of non-full thickness MI resembles clinical non-transmural infarcts that are the 474 
most prominent type and continue to increase in prevalence among the hospitalised 475 
patients. Since there are currently no molecular therapeutic options, the specific alterations 476 
in glycans present in the cellular membrane and ECM that we reported at the acute stage 477 
post-NSTEMI could be directly targeted by advanced tailored biological interventions to 478 
ameliorate the long-term effects of this type of infarction.  479 
 480 
Figures legends  481 
 482 
Figure 1 | Clinically relevant ovine model of NSTEMI 483 
a, Schematics of the multiple ligation procedure to induce NSTEMI infarcts. b, 484 
Representative photographs of 8-month-old explanted and axially-cut sheep hearts 28 485 
days post-ligation. Blue Prolene sutures were used to track NSTEMI infarcts (framed in 486 
blue). n=11 animals. 1-mm ruler spacing. Insets shown at higher magnification above. 487 
Scale bar, 1 cm. c, Left, ejection fraction (EF) absolute values before ligation (baseline), 7 488 
(d7) and 28 (d28) days post-ligation and relative decrease in EF on d7 and d28 post- 489 
surgery (left). Right, measurement of left ventricular end diastolic (EDD) and systolic 490 
(ESD) on d7 and 28 post-ligation. n=11 animals. d, Regional wall motion analysis in the 491 
main six cardiac segments affected by the induction of NSTEMI by ligation. Wall motion 492 
index is shown as mean ± s.d at d7 and d28 post-NSTEMI induction. n=11 animals. e, 493 
Representative electrocardiogram (ECG) before NSTEMI-induction (left) and post-ligation 494 
(right). Changes in T wave inversion, in leads I, II, III and aVF are circled in red. n=4 495 
animals. Kruskal-Wallis test in (c), multiple unpaired t-test with Benjamini’s method in (d). 496 
*P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. 497 
 498 
Figure 2 | Ischaemic cellular damage and extracellular adverse remodelling 499 
following NSTEMI  500 
a, Representative TEM micrographs showing ultracellular damage in healthy (HLT) 501 
cardiomyocytes (far left) starting from intercalated disks disruption on d7 post-NSTEMI 502 
(center), to extended vacuolisation (dashed red line) on d28 post-NSTEMI (right), 503 
surrounded by collagen deposition (arrows) by myofibroblasts. n=5 HLT and d7, n=7 d28 504 
animals. Scale bars, 2 µm. b, Representative Masson’s Trichrome staining of ischaemic 505 
core (IS) and border zone (BZ) regions of NSTEMI infarcted tissues on d7 and d28. n=5 506 
animals per group. Scale bars, 100 µm. c, Representative TEM micrographs of 507 
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mitochondria in cardiomyocytes located in the BZ of the infarct. Inset shows accumulation 508 
of dense bodies (circled in red) on d7 post-NSTEMI. n=5 animals. Scale bars, 2 μm. d, 509 
Immunofluorescence microscopy of collagen fibrotic replacement (left) and sparse α-SMA+ 510 
arterioles (right) in IS on d28. n=5 animals. Scale bars, 20 μm. 511 
 512 
Figure 3 | Post-ischaemic pathways alteration following NSTEMI  513 
a, Volcano plots showing the total genes significantly upregulated (log2(fold change) > 1.5) 514 
between the core ischaemic (IS), border (BZ) and remote (F) regions sampled at d7 and 515 
d28 post-NSTEMI. n=4 animals per group. b, Significant canonical pathways resulting 516 
from differentially expressed genes (DEG) data from RNA sequencing (analysed by IPA®). 517 
Cut-offs of log2(fold change) > 1.5 and log2(fold change) < -1.5 and adjusted-P<0.05 were 518 
set. Dashed line shows a threshold of -Log(p-value) of 1.3, corresponding to P=0.05. All 519 
DEG data were normalised to healthy baseline left ventricular samples. n=4 animals per 520 
group. c, Main activated biological functions listed by highest z-score from IPA® analysis 521 
on RNA-seq data from IS samples on d7 and d28 post-NSTEMI. n=4 animals per group. d, 522 
Expression levels of myofibroblast-related markers vimentin and calponin 1 as detected by 523 
nLC-ESI-MS/MS analysis on IS samples. Each analysed sample was a pool of samples 524 
coming from three animals.  525 
 526 
Figure 4 | Distinct glycoprofile in the infarcted heart following NSTEMI 527 
a, 10 high mannose N-glycans putative structures detected by PG-LC-ESI-MS/MS and 528 
analysed by hierarchical clustering. b, Relative percentage of high mannose among total 529 
N-glycans putative structures across healthy and infarcted myocardial membrane cellular 530 
samples at d7 and d28 post-NSTEMI. c, 78 complex N-glycans putative structures 531 
detected by PG-LC-ESI-MS/MS and analysed by hierarchical clustering. d,e Relative 532 
percentage of complex (d) and hybrid (e) among total N-glycans putative structures across 533 
healthy (HLT) and infarcted myocardial membrane cellular samples at d7 and d28 post-534 
NSTEMI. f, Extracted ion chromatography (EIC) showing N-linked glycans mainly 535 
expressed in the membrane protein extracts from HLT myocardium and IS at d7 and d28 536 
post-NSTEMI. Regions of infarcted hearts are labelled as follows: IS= core ischaemic, BZ 537 
= border zone, F = remote zone from the infarct. Data are representative of two 538 
independent experiments. Each analysed sample was a pool of samples coming from 539 
three individuals per group and region and analysed by PG-LC-ESI-MS/MS. 540 
 541 
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Figure 5 | An irreversibly-altered extracellular matrix shows specific changes in the 542 
HS sulfation pattern following NSTEMI 543 
a, Representative Alcian Blue (top) and Masson’s Trichrome (bottom) stainings to show 544 
sulfated glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) and collagen (dashed in red) in ischaemic core (IS) 545 
regions of NSTEMI infarcts on d28 post-NSTEMI. n=5 animals per group. b, Quantification 546 
of heparan sulfate (HS) to chondroitin sulfate (CS) ratio in GAGs extracted from tissue. 547 
n=4 animals at d7 and n=5 healthy (HLT) and d28 post-NSTEMI. c, Relative percentage of 548 
NS, 2S and 6S sulfation in extracted HS across the healthy (HLT) and IS samples at d7 549 
and d28 post-NSTEMI. n=5 HLT, n=4 at d7 and n=5 at d28 post-NSTEMI. d, VEGF 550 
binding capacity of extracted total GAGs (at 100 μg/ml) across the HLT and IS samples at 551 
d28 post-NSTEMI. n=3 HLT and n=5 animals at d28 post-NSTEMI. Kruskal-Wallis test in 552 
(b,c), Mann-Whitney test in d. *P<0.05, ***P<0.001.  553 
 554 
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 749 
Methods  750 
 751 
NSTEMI ovine model  752 
Regulations established by the European Union directive on the protection of animals for 753 
scientific research (2010/63/EU) were followed to perform all the animal experiments 754 
presented in the current study. A veterinary team performed all surgical procedures and 755 
provided post-operative animal care. To induce NSTEMI, Romanov ten-month-old adult 756 
male sheep (35 kg weight on average) were sedated with Telazol® 6 mg/kg (Zoetis, USA) 757 
and endotracheally intubated. Anesthesia was maintained with 1–2% isoflurane (Baxter, 758 
USA). Electrocardiogram (ECG) was employed to monitor NSTEMI induction throughout 759 
the procedure and duration of anaesthesia. Magnesium 2 mg (Pfizer,  USA), and 760 
amiodarone 1.5 mg/kg (Pfizer, USA) were intravenously injected in sheep before 761 
performing the surgical procedure to induce NSTEMI. Following NSTEMI, an intravenous 762 
infusion of amiodarone 0.01 mg/kg/min was administered for 1 hour to prevent ventricular 763 
arrythmias. During and following surgeries, animals received intramuscular benzylpenicillin 764 
600 mg (Pfizer, USA) three times a day, and streptomycin 500 mg twice daily (Pfizer, 765 
USA), for five days. Flunixin meglumine 2.2 mg/kg (Excella GmBH, Germany) was used as 766 
analgesic for five days. Whenever lung oedema was detected, hydrocortisone 250 mg 767 
intravenous (Pfizer, USA) was administered three times a day.  768 
Induction of NSTEMI was performed by ligating multiple, strategic coronary artery ligations 769 
on the LV lateral to and parallel to the LAD. Specifically, a left lateral thoracotomy was 770 
performed through the fourth intercostal space, followed by a pericardiotomy. Deep non-771 
transmural ligations were performed with 2/0 Prolene (J&J Ethicon EMEA, Belgium) at 2 772 
cm intervals lateral and parallel to the LAD from the level of the first diagonal moving 773 
distally towards and up to 3-4 cm from the apex (see diagram). The blue Prolene sutures 774 
used to ligate the coronaries were cut long to allow tracking of the infarction site to aid 775 
identification of the sites of infarction. The pericardium was closed with 4/0 Prolene after 776 
obtaining absolute hemostasis to limit post-operative adhesions and facilitate re-entry at a 777 
later time-point in interventional studies. A chest tube was placed with its tip in the 778 
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pericardial sac and the remnant holes in the left chest before the thoracotomy was closed 779 
in layers, and the animal recovered. The animals were given analgesia and fluids post-780 
operatively as outlined by the institutional protocol. Echocardiography measurements were 781 
recorded the day before each surgical procedure and at the study time points of 7 and 28 782 
days. All echocardiographic examinations were performed in calm, unsedated standing 783 
animals. A 5 MHz probe was employed and the console and software used were Mindray 784 
7 (Mindray Bio-Medical Electronics Co. Ltd). Images and windows for the 785 
echocardiographic protocol were derived from techniques described for horses and more 786 
recently adapted for sheep51. Two cardiologists performed examinations and agreed on 787 
the interpretation and derivation of the data. Six two-dimensional (2-D) parasternal images 788 
were obtained from the right, and three 2-D parasternal images from the left. Indices 789 
captured were EF, FS, LV volumes and diameters as well as regional wall motion.  790 
  791 
Heart explantation, sampling and tissue processing for histology 792 
At the endpoint of the study (day 28 post-NSTEMI), sheep were anaesthetised as detailed 793 
in the description of the surgical induction of NSTEMI. After reopening the thoracotomy 794 
wound and pericardium, hearts were explanted. Perfusion with PBS was performed twice 795 
to wash out any remaining blood following the explantation. Each explanted heart was 796 
sectioned from the ventricular region in an axial way keeping a thickness of 1 cm for each 797 
slice. NSTEMI infarcts were visible by whitish colouring of the affected regions in the left 798 
ventricle. Explant images were taken with a Cyber-shot DSC-HX200V camera (Sony, 799 
Japan). Tissue harvesting was performed by taking multiple samples (0.5 cm maximum) 800 
from the ischaemic site, border and remote area. Tissue processing considered the 801 
optimal conditions according to the future analysis to be performed. Specifically, samples 802 
for histology were submerged in 4% PFA O/N at 4°C. Importantly, histological and 803 
immunofluorescence experiments were performed by using a minimum of three sections 804 
per sheep, as previously performed69.  805 
 806 
Quantification of heparan to chondroitin sulfate ratio 807 
At the time of tissue harvesting around 200 mg of left ventricular tissue from healthy and 808 
peri-infarct areas on day 7 and 28 post-NSTEMI were snap-frozen to be processed to 809 
extract total sulfated glycosaminoglycans (GAGs). First, dried-powdered samples were 810 
weighed and suspended in a buffer to a final concentration of 25 mg of tissue/mL. Tissue 811 
digestion was performed by incubating the tissue suspension with proteinase K (PK, 50 812 
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μg/mL, Merck, Germany) at 56°C O/N. After enzymatic inactivation at 90°C for 30 min, 813 
Dnase (7.5 U/ml, Qiagen, Germany) was added and samples were incubated O/N. Lipid 814 
elimination was performed by chloroform extraction, as previously described40. After GAGs  815 
dialysis, 1,9-dimethylmethylene blue (DMMB) assay was used to quantify GAGs, as 816 
already performed70. Heparan sulfate (HS) and chondrotin sulfate (CS) quantities were 817 
determined by incubating digested samples with a cocktail of heparinases (Iduron, UK), as 818 
previously described71. Specifically, chondroitinase ABC (25 mU/sample, 2 h at 37 °C) was 819 
used for specific CS elimination. Absence of a significant abundance of other GAGs in 820 
tissue samples was checked by combining both heparinases and chondroitinases.   821 
 822 
LC-ESI-MS/MS glycomic analysis 823 
After following the procedure to release N- and O-linked glycans from membrane protein 824 
samples, liquid chromatograph-electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry (LC-ESI 825 
MS/MS) was run to perform the glycomic analysis, as previously reported72. A packed in-826 
house column (10 cm × 250 µm) with 5 µm porous graphite particles (Hypercarb™, 827 
Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) was used to separate oligosaccharides. Then, following 828 
oligosaccharide injection on to the column, samples were eluted with an ACN gradient 829 
(Buffer A, 10 mM ammonium bicarbonate; Buffer B, 10 mM ammonium bicarbonate in 80% 830 
ACN). A 40 cm × 50 µm i.d. fused silica capillary was used as a transfer line to the ion 831 
source. A Linear Trap Quadrupole (LTQ)-mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 832 
USA), with an IonMax standard ESI source was used to analyse samples in negative ion 833 
mode. The heated capillary was kept at 270°C, and the capillary voltage was –50 kV. Each 834 
sample was analysed by full scan (m/z 380-2000 two microscans, maximum 100 ms, 835 
target value of 30,000), together with MS2 scans (two microscans, maximum 100 ms, 836 
target value of 10,000) with normalised collision energy of 35%, isolation window of 1.0 837 
units, activation q=0.25 and activation time 30 ms). The threshold for MS2 was set to 300 838 
counts. Xcalibur™ software (Version 2.0.7, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) was used to 839 
perform data acquisition and processing. Identification of the putative glycan structures 840 
present in the samples was conducted by manual annotation from their MS/MS spectra. 841 
Importantly, assumptions were made to indicate structural annotations. Briefly, N- and O-842 
linked glycan structures were assumed to follow the classic biosynthetic pathways. In 843 
addition, diagnostic fragmentation ions to determine N- and O-glycans was performed as 844 
previously described56. To identify α-linked Gal, terminal hexose-hexose units were 845 
considered.  846 
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Following MIRAGE guidelines73 for glycomic analysis, N- and O-glycan annotated 847 
structures were submitted and are currently available at the Unicarb-DB database link 848 
https://unicarb-dr.glycosmos.org/references/352. To compare relative N- and O-glycan 849 
abundance across different samples, each structure was quantified relative to the total 850 
content by integration of the extracted ion chromatogram peak area. Specifically, the area 851 
under the curve (AUC) of the N- / O-glycan structure was normalised to the total AUC and 852 
indicated as a percentage. Analysis of the peak area was processed by Progenesis QI 853 
(Nonlinear Dynamics Ltd, UK). 854 
 855 
nLC-ESI MS/MS label-free proteomic analysis 856 
After digestion and sample preparation, approximately 1.5 μg of peptide per sample was 857 
injected into Ultra-High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (UHPLC) system (Ultimate™ 858 
3000 RSLCnano, (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) coupled online with Impact HD™ UHR-859 
QqToF (Bruker Daltonics, Germany). Sample analysis was performed twice to reduce 860 
variability. Sample loading was conducted by using first a pre-column (Dionex, Acclaim 861 
PepMap 100 C18, cartridge, 300 µm), and then a 50 cm nano-column (Dionex, ID 862 
0.075mm, Acclaim PepMap100, C18). Sample separation occurred at 40°C with a flow 863 
rate of 300 nL/min using multistep 4h gradients of ACN, as already reported74. The column 864 
was connected to a nanoBoosterCaptiveSpray™ ESI source (Bruker Daltonics, Germany). 865 
Collision-induced Dissociation (CID) fragmentation (N2 as collision gas) was applied as 866 
data-dependent acquisition mode. Before each sample was run, a specific lock mass 867 
(1221.9906 m/z) and a calibration segment (10 mM sodium formate cluster solution) were 868 
applied to improve mass accuracy. Data was acquired as previously described75. 869 
DataAnalysis™ v.4.1 Sp4 (Bruker Daltonics, Germany) was used to elaborate data and 870 
protein identities and relative abundancies were determined using Peaks Studio 8.5 871 
(Bioinformatics Solutions Inc., USA)76. Each sample was run and analysed as two 872 
independent replicates. For protein identification, Uniprot’s reference database of Ovis 873 
aries was accessed on Feb 2018, 556,825 sequences; 199,652,254 residues. In 874 
particular, the following parameters were set: enzymatic digestion performed by trypsin, 875 
allowing one missed cleavage; precursor mass tolerance was 20 ppm; fragment mass 876 
tolerance of 0.05 Da; carbamidomethylation as fixed modification. False-positive 877 
identification rate (FDR) was set ≤1%, and a peptide score of −log10(p-value) ≥ 20 was 878 
considered adequate for confident protein identification. De Novo ALC score was set ≥ 879 
50%. Relative peptide signal intensity was calculated only for confidently identified peptide 880 
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features. Then, AUC of each extracted ion chromatogram was calculated and used for the 881 
relative quantification after normalisation Total Ion Current (TIC). Cumulative peak areas of 882 
the proteins were measured by considering only unique peptides assigned to specific 883 
proteins. Only proteins with more than two unique peptides were considered for the 884 
analysis.  885 
 886 
Statistical analysis 887 
The in vivo study was designed and powered for statistical significance (power = 0.8), and 888 
this required a minimum of six animals per group. Animals from at least two different 889 
batches of surgeries were analysed for each group in all analyses to avoid a single batch-890 
dependent bias. Data are presented either as box plots or as the average ± standard 891 
deviation (s.d.) and differences with P<0.05 were considered significant. Statistical 892 
analyses were performed using Prism® v9.0.0 (GraphPad Software Inc., USA). Normality 893 
and equality of variance were tested before a statistical test and either Student’s t - test or 894 
Mann-Whitney U - test accordingly used when comparing two groups. Multiple group 895 
analyses were performed by running either Kruskal-Wallis or Tukey’s one-way ANOVA 896 
after assessing normality and equality. For RNA-seq analysis, the Wald test was used to 897 
generate p-values and Log2 fold changes as per DEseq2 method. Statistical differences 898 
were defined as *P≤0.05, **P≤0.01, ***P≤0.001.  899 
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Figure 1 | Clinically relevant ovine model of NSTEMI 

a, Schematics of the multiple ligation procedure to induce NSTEMI infarcts. b, Representative 

photographs of 8-month-old explanted and axially-cut sheep hearts 28 days post-ligation. Blue Prolene 

sutures were used to track NSTEMI infarcts (framed in blue). n=11 animals. 1-mm ruler spacing. Insets 

shown at higher magnification above. Scale bar, 1 cm. c, Left, ejection fraction (EF) absolute values 
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before ligation (baseline), 7 (d7) and 28 (d28) days post-ligation and relative decrease in EF on d7 and 

d28 post- surgery (left). Right, measurement of left ventricular end diastolic (EDD) and systolic (ESD) on 

d7 and 28 post-ligation. n=11 animals. d, Regional wall motion analysis in the main six cardiac segments 

affected by the induction of NSTEMI by ligation. Wall motion index is shown as mean ± s.d at d7 and d28 

post-NSTEMI induction. n=11 animals. e, Representative electrocardiogram (ECG) before NSTEMI-

induction (left) and post-ligation (right). Changes in T wave inversion, in leads I, II, III and aVF are circled 

in red. n=4 animals. Kruskal-Wallis test in (c), multiple unpaired t-test with Benjamini’s method in (d). 

*P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. 
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Figure 2 | Ischaemic cellular damage and extracellular adverse remodelling following NSTEMI  

a, Representative TEM micrographs showing ultracellular damage in healthy (HLT) cardiomyocytes (far 

left) starting from intercalated disks disruption on d7 post-NSTEMI (center), to extended vacuolisation 

(dashed red line) on d28 post-NSTEMI (right), surrounded by collagen deposition (arrows) by 

myofibrobalsts. n=5 HLT and d7, n=7 d28 animals. Scale bars, 2 µm. b, Representative Masson’s 

Trichrome staining of ischemic core (IS) and border zone (BZ) regions of NSTEMI infarcted tissues on d7 

and d28. n=5 animals per group. Scale bars, 100 µm. c, Representative TEM micrographs of 

mitochondria in cardiomyocytes located in the BZ of the infarct. Inset shows accumulation of dense 

bodies (circled in red) on d7 post-NSTEMI. n=5 animals. Scale bars, 2 μm. d, Immunofluorescence 

microscopy of collagen fibrotic replacement (left) and sparse α-SMA+ arterioles (right) in IS on d28. n=5 

animals. Scale bars, 20 μm. 
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Figure 3 | Post-ischaemic pathways alteration following NSTEMI  

a, Volcano plots showing the total genes significantly upregulated (log2(fold change) > 1.5) between the 

core ischaemic (IS), border (BZ) and remote (F) regions sampled at d7 and d28 post-NSTEMI. n=4 

animals per group. b, Significant canonical pathways resulting from differentially expressed genes (DEG) 

data from RNA sequencing (analysed by IPA®). Cut-offs of log2(fold change) > 1.5 and log2(fold change) 

< -1.5 and adjusted-P<0.05 were set. Dashed line shows a threshold of -Log(p-value) of 1.3, 

corresponding to P=0.05. All DEG data were normalised to healthy baseline left ventricular samples. n=4 

animals per group. c, Main activated biological functions listed by highest z-score from IPA® analysis on 

RNA-seq data from IS samples on d7 and d28 post-NSTEMI. n=4 animals per group. d, Expression levels 

of myofibroblast-related markers vimentin and calponin 1 as detected by nLC-ESI-MS/MS analysis on IS 

samples. Each analysed sample was a pool of samples coming from three animals.  
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Figure 4 | Distinct glycoprofile in the infarcted heart following NSTEMI 

a, 10 high mannose N-glycans putative structures detected by PG-LC-ESI-MS/MS and analysed by 

hierarchical clustering. b, Relative percentage of high mannose among total N-glycans putative 

structures across healthy and infarcted myocardial membrane cellular samples at d7 and d28 post-

NSTEMI. c, 78 complex N-glycans putative structures detected by PG-LC-ESI-MS/MS and analysed by 

hierarchical clustering. d,e Relative percentage of complex (d) and hybrid (e) among total N-glycans 

putative structures across healthy (HLT) and infarcted myocardial membrane cellular samples at d7 and 

d28 post-NSTEMI. f, Extracted ion chromatography (EIC) showing N-linked glycans mainly expressed in 

the membrane protein extracts from HLT myocardium and IS at d7 and d28 post-NSTEMI. Regions of 

infarcted hearts are labelled as follows: IS= core ischaemic, BZ = border zone, F = remote zone from the 
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infarct. Data are representative of two independent experiments. Each analysed sample was a pool of 

samples coming from three individuals per group and region and analysed by PG-LC-ESI-MS/MS.  
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Figure 5 | An irreversibly-altered extracellular matrix shows specific changes in the HS sulfation 

pattern following NSTEMI 

a, Representative Alcian Blue (top) and Masson’s Trichrome (bottom) stainings to show sulfated 

glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) and collagen (dashed in red) in ischaemic core (IS) regions of NSTEMI 

infarcts on d28 post-NSTEMI. n=5 animals per group. b, Quantification of heparan sulfate (HS) to 

chondroitin sulfate (CS) ratio in GAGs extracted from tissue. n=4 animals at d7 and n=5 healthy (HLT) 

and d28 post-NSTEMI. c, Relative percentage of NS, 2S and 6S sulfation in extracted HS across the 

healthy (HLT) and IS samples at d7 and d28 post-NSTEMI. n=5 HLT, n=4 at d7 and n=5 at d28 post-

NSTEMI. d, VEGF binding capacity of extracted total GAGs (at 100 µg/ml) across the HLT and IS 

samples at d28 post-NSTEMI. n=3 HLT and n=5 animals at d28 post-NSTEMI. Kruskal-Wallis test in 

(b,c), Mann-Whitney test in d. *P<0.05, ***P<0.001.  
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